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Newsletter – Winter 2014
May everything good from God our Father be yours! Col. 1:2 (The
Message)

Today, while reading chapter 1 of Colossians, our
hearts were inevitably flooded with the wonderful
memories of this past year; many faces flashing before
our eyes reminiscing about our time spent together
while itinerating. We decided to seize the day and
remain in that state of gratitude and thanksgiving
before the Father for each one of you! How could we
have done anything about the calling of God without
you coming along side of us with so much
encouragement, prayers and generous giving?! We
can only hope that you are able to sense the overflow
of our gratitude to the Lord for you. “Our prayers for you are always spilling over into
thanksgivings. We can’t quit thanking God our Father and Jesus our Messiah for
you!” Col. 1:5
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The Message bears fruit v.9
Since the beginning of December, we have been on the road, visiting many villages,
presenting a Christmas musical put together with the students from the missions
school. Loaded with shoe box gifts received through Operation Christmas Child and
funds from Europe's Children, we were able to reach thousands of children and their
parents! Our target, certainly, were the unreached villages and the town of Baneasa.
We were pleasantly surprised by the cooperation of the authorities and public
schools! In Baneasa, 900 students were brought from their classes to our program!
The theater was packed! We were also able to meet the town's officials, teachers,
and people with whom we will keep in touch after the holidays.
We loved being able to minister in public schools! Deleni and Cuigiuc were also such
towns, where because of a lack of space, we were crammed in a hallway or in a
classroom, but the people felt at ease and received the message with gratitude.
The missions school students went home on winter break while we continued our
outreaches in the northern part of the country with youth from other churches.

Singing carols, showing the Jesus movie, or simply telling the Christmas story, we
made Jesus known to as many as would want to hear.

Careful not to be distracted or diverted v.23
Although our focus will always remain
on planting the seed, our our efforts will
be geared on the next level, where
churches need to be planted and
leaders need to be raised and trained.
Baneasa is our first target. We have not
been able to locate a place to start a
church yet, though we have made
many contacts that are helping us in
this direction, along with our national
pastors. It looks like we will need to buy
a plot of land and build on it, since we
cannot find an existing building suitable
for renting or remodeling. Please pray
with us for clear direction on that
matter.

Other prayer needs:
Wisdom in planning next year’s outreaches as well as the
ministry teams needed to do the work
Continued favor with officials and authorities
More workers to partner with us so that we can spread into
unreached areas
The Holy Spirit anointing with power to preach the Word and
for signs and wonders as confirmation

We pray that you would enjoy the rest of the holiday season and that you would be
blessed with a prosperous, healthy, and fruitful 2015!

With all our love and appreciation
Ana and Mike Dascalescu
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